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I Am Lady Nada and bring many blessings to all those workers of the light who receive
with me this day.
From the higher realms you stand as pinpoints and beacons of light of such intensity,
unaware of your magnificence, for you shine so brightly, standing so clearly defined
among all of humanity. Unaware of your magnificence, for you have forgotten that
you are masters come to earth.
As you breathe, many angels lift from you from all the dimensions of your being the
karmic records and memories and experiences that hold you bound in this moment ..
releasing you from those karmic initiations within which you walk and in which you
have become stuck and lost, not knowing where to go and what is to be done to walk
further, beyond your known capabilities. Infusing you dear ones with massive influx
of light to clear the distortions and patterns and programs beyond which you have
been unable to move forward, those which are your deepest core memories and
wounds. And working with me and the angels .. acknowledging these patterns, this
sadness and confusion, uncertainty and anxiety .. and offering them to me for release
from your bondage. With relief and gladness, allow the heart to open again, free
again to open the heart and to breathe deeply and to step forward again on this path
of yours which is one of mastery and completion.
If you will open your column of light to the heavens and connect with your divine
presence .. and opening all of the chakras .. the ascension chakras .. and the lower
chakras which link you to Gaia and to the earth .. and allow your divine presence to
descend and to be known to you and experienced .. and to open your heart and to
experience great expansion of your light body .. with the influx of great streams of
golden Source light washing away any obstructions, blockages, physical defects,
patterns, memories and experiences that hold you bound in powerlessness.
For you hold ability to heal yourself through all dimensions of your being through the
power and love of your divine presence. In this moment, with all obstructions and
blockages removed, allow yourself to know that you are divine, that you are
unlimited, that you hold the power of God within you, able to heal yourself of all
limitation, able to anchor within your being all of your soul gifts and powers. Truly
open yourself to your divinity, your unlimitedness .. open all dimensions of your being
to your unlimitedness and truly know this in this moment.
As great streams of Source light continue to fill you .. and nothing remains but your
divinity and your unlimitedness. Know in this moment that all is well .. that you are
whole .. with all the power of God within you. Know that you hold an especial piece of
the power of God, and that this piece of God that is you is unlimited and has ability to
change reality, to manifest, to heal, to create and to transform. And open yourself to
the entirety of your unlimitedness. Accept this and know this.
Many angels from the dimensions of Arcturus come now to repattern your energy
body, your light body, all the dimensions of your being, to repattern you to your
divinity, your divine blueprint .. for you have opened yourself to this and seen and
experienced in this moment this divinity .. and now it is able to be accepted by you.
If you will open your heart so wide now with joy to receive this repatterning .. holding

this level of the return of your divinity, sealing this and knowing that it is yours to
hold and to embody.
You flow with great streams of light, circulating through the dimensions of your light
body and with full flow, clear of obstructions and blockages, freely flowing with divine
light, flowing through you and down through your lower chakras into the heart of the
earth, into Gaia’s crystal heart. You stand as living portals of the divine.
This day you are given the ability to stand as human portals of divine consciousness,
and with the ability to anchor portals of light in your sacred places. The Ashtar
Command stand ready to assist you to cocreate portals of Source light in your sacred
space, anchored by the altars and sacred crystals and blessed belongings in your
homes. You are enabled to sit in ceremony and to ask that an ascension column of
light and portal of light and celestial consciousness be anchored permanently in that
sacred place. And to go to your holy places, those places of peace and within nature
that are special to you .. and in ceremony to request that an ascension column of light
and portal of celestial consciousness be anchored in that place.
And you may sit in meditation in those portals of light .. and offer for release all that
concerns and saddens and worries you .. offering up all limiting and disturbing
behaviour patterns and memories and those conflicts with others, the problems and
challenges .. and the portal of light will release all that holds you in disempowerment
and sadness and pain, and will replenish you with great streams of light.
And you may offer up the dualities of mankind, those of hatred and war, jealousy,
greed, egoic power, injustice, inequality .. all that is not of love you may offer for
release into the portal in your sacred place.
And you may dream your heart’s dreams of the brightest and best reality for yourself,
and for mankind .. and anchor those dreams in your portal of light. And may call to
the Family of Light, and the angels and Ascended Masters for the help you need to
manifest those heart’s dreams. Sitting within your portal of light you receive such
great assistance.
And truly, the light multiplies in this way, pinpoints of great streams of Source light
encircling the globe. There is joy for you in this, and empowerment .. for not only do
you anchor great light for humanity, but you also receive this tool to instantaneously
transmute all that is negative to its divine potential.
Consciously now you are enabled to stand as those beacons of light, and to become
those portals of light, acting as great conduits of transmission, bringing light and
wisdom and love and power to earth, anchoring through you and channeling into
Gaia’s heart that all of humanity may share.
Know and trust that many are the beings of light who walk this path of physicality
with you. Great is the assistance that is there for you. Create in sacred ceremony the
anchoring of an ascension column of light and portal of celestial consciousness in your
sacred space, and place crystals and sacred belongings to anchor the light .. and sit in
this sacred space often for meditation .. and acknowledge the feelings of sadness and
disempowerment and conflict that affect you .. and offer these for release. In this

way you empty yourself of all that is disempowering and lacking in light and love ..
and create a vacuum into which great streams of light may flood, bringing soul gifts
and inspiration and mastery, allowing your heart’s dreams to release and be known.
And sitting within your sacred portal of light you may request all that you need to
manifest those heart’s dreams.
There is joy among your Family of Light this day at what is accomplished .. and at
what lies ahead. Such joy to cocreate with our loved ones of soul family as they
create the new reality, new world.
I am Lady Nada with Astrea Aurora.
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Light Body Repair Kit ... sacred geometry codes for repatterning of the light body
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